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INTRODUCING THE

T40-MH
Purpose Built Material Handlers

1. Operating weight 88,000-lbs (less attachment)

2. Chassis w/ 4-point outriggers
3. Centralized greasing (under-carriage)

4. Auto lube system (upper-carriage)

5. Left side cab access ladder
6. Front & back access ladders (under-carriage)

7. TIER 4F compliant diesel engine
8. Automatic engine switch off
9. Hydraulic reversible fan
10. Active cyclone pre-cleaner (top air)

11. AWD 2-speed hydrostatic powershift 
transmission

12. Kessler front drive/steer axle (oscillating with 
hydraulic lock)

13. Kessler rear drive axle (fixed)

14. Cab with top guard
15. Impact resistant windshield front and top
16. Hydraulic cab riser with access platform
17. Cab and ground controlled auxillary cab 

lowering valve

18. Cab door slides open and closed to a 
latched position

19. Advanced climate control (a/c, heat & defrost)

20. Adjustable air ride seat with armrest 
mounted joystick controls

21. Side and rear view cameras
22. Radio (usb & bluetooth)

23. 12-Volt accessory socket
24. Fire extinguisher inside the cab
25. Travel beacon with alarm
26. LED cab mounted lights (front and rear-basic)

27. LED stick mounted lights (basic)

28. TaylorTrak fleet telematics hardware
29. Standard overload warning
30. 51’ Scrap handling boom/stick
31. Hydraulic valve protective guarding (stick tip)

32. Pipe rupture safety valves (boom)

33. Pipe rupture safety valves (stick)

34. Magnet controller and generator
35. Optional attachments available

STANDARD FEATURES

† NOTE:  Performance specifications are based on a machine with standard equipment.  Performance specifications are affected by the condition of 
the vehicle, its components, and the nature and condition of the operating area. If these specifications are critical, the proposed application should be 
discussed with your Taylor sales representative.
†† NOTE: per ASME B30.25

Other Models:
T40-MH, T40-MHXD, T50-MH, T60-MH

For more information on other Taylor products, visit us:
www.taylorbigred.com
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Heavy-Duty Material Handlers specifically designed for the harsh environment found in the scrap recycling industry.

WE HAVE

WHAT YOU 
NEED!



Taylor Machine Works and Sudden Service, Inc. would like to take the time to recognize the achievements of 
the Taylor dealers in 2020. It was an odd year that tested everyone beyond measure, but it also showed us 
how dedicated our dealers are to the Taylor Brand. We are proud of the partnerships we have built with each 
Taylor dealer. Hal Nowell, Director of Sales, commended the top dealers by saying, “I sincerely appreciate the 
commitment you have shown to the Taylor brand. Your outstanding sales performance during a most unusual 
year of business shows how strongly you believe in the Taylor products as being the best in the industry.” 

Every year, Taylor Machine Works recognizes the dealer with the highest dollar volume of machine sales, and 
Sudden Service, Inc recognizes the dealer with the highest dollar volume of parts sales. The top-ranking dealer 
for Taylor Machine Works and Sudden Service, Inc. for 2020 is Hugg and Hall Equipment Company. Hugg and 
Hall has been the top dealer in parts sales for seven consecutive years and the top dealer in machine sales for 
five consecutive years. 

We want to congratulate each of the following companies for their hard work dedication to the Taylor 
brand!

®

2020 TAYLOR
DEALER SALES AWARDS

2020 Top Dealers for Taylor Machine Works & Sudden Service, Inc.

Taylor Machine Works Top Dealers:
1st Hugg and Hall
2nd Big Red, Inc.
3rd Taylor Northeast

Sudden Service, Inc. Top Dealers:
1st Hugg and Hall
2nd Taylor Northeast
3rd Cal-Lift

Dan Sills from Hugg and Hall accepting Sudden Service's Top Dealer award for 2020. 
From left to right: Larry Addkison, Dan Sills, Lex Taylor, and Glenn Rhodes



DEALER 
SPOTLIGHT

Big Red, Inc.
Big Red Inc., located in Charleston, South Carolina, has been a Taylor 
dealer for 29 years. They have received awards for being one of the 
top ten dealers for Taylor Machine Works and Sudden Service, Inc. for 
most of those years. The company was incorporated in 1992. Big Red, 
Inc. sells, leases, and rents Taylor Forklifts; they also sell genuine 
Taylor OEM parts. Big Red, Inc. has Factory Certified Technicians 
to handle any maintenance or repair issue. They offer preventive 
maintenance contracts tailored to their customers' needs. Hal Nowell, 
Director of Sales for Taylor Machine Works, added, "I am thrilled to 
have a partner in Big Red, Inc. that brings passion and expertise to 
our customers. Big Red, Inc. always goes the extra mile. Thank you 
for your dedication and support for almost thirty years". 
 
Anthony Rhodes, the owner of Big Red Inc., earned his Taylor 
Chairman's Club ring in 2005. He was the first dealer principle to 
achieve this accomplishment. The Taylor Chairman's Club ring was 
established to award dealer principles of authorized Taylor dealers for 
outstanding annual sales of Taylor whole goods and Sudden Service 
parts.  

For information on Taylor Authorized Dealers, visit:           
www.taylorforklifts.com

Anthony Rhodes

®



Taylor Machine Works has been integrating lean manufacturing into its production process for several years. 
Lean manufacturing is the process of eliminating waste within the production process. Taylor Machine Works 
strives to manufacture the best lift truck with the lowest operating cost and the highest resale value in the 
industry. Since integrating this lean manufacturing process, Taylor Machine Works 
has experienced vast improvements in the organization and cleanliness of our 
production areas. 
 
Taylor Machine Works 5S goal for 2021 is to focus on the first two steps in the 5S 
Lean Manufacturing process: sort and set in order. Sort refers to sorting through 
materials and keeping only the essentials to complete a given task or process. 
Setting in order ensures all essential items remaining are organized and have a 
designated place. Taylor Machine Works is preparing to transfer to a new cloud-
based MRP system. Focusing on sort and set in order will aid in the transition of 
this new software by removing clutter and obsolete parts and organizing what remains to provide more efficient 
and effective work environments. Director of Industrial Engineering and Quality Control, Joe Cowart, adds, 
"We have implemented the 5S program across The Taylor Group of Companies for several years now, and the 
visual impact to our facilities is quite noticeable. Our 2021 goal to focus on sort and set in order is off to a great 
start."

TAYLOR MACHINE WORKS, INC.

5S Lean Manufacturing
2021 5S Lean Manufacturing Goals

BEFORE

AFTER

As part of the 5S system, we sorted through materials, tools, and equipment, keeping only the essentials 
needed in that area. All remaining items were organized and given a designated area. 

Sort and Set Process at TMW

®



TEAM MEMBER
NEWS

"On behalf of our Engineering Team, I am glad to announce our new member, Cody 
Pace. I am pleased to have him in our Chassis division, stated Matt Hillyer, Director 
of Engineering. Cody began his career with Taylor Machine Works in April of 2017 
and became a member of the Engineering Department in November of 2020, 
after transferring from the Quality Control department. He earned his Bachelor of 
Science degree in Engineering from Mississippi State University in 2008 and has 
engineering experience in the oil industry in the Gulf of Mexico, Scotland/North Sea, 
the Middle East, and Central & West Africa. He will be a design engineer under the 
direction of Scott Stokes. Cody and his wife are residents of Louisville, MS, where 
they reside with their four children. His hobbies include motorcycling, collecting, 
fishing, and traveling.

Cody Pace Joins the Taylor Engineering Department

Jerry Smith's Retirement
The Taylor team would like to wish Jerry Smith a happy and rewarding retirement. 
For over 54 years, he has been a valuable member of the Taylor team. Jerry joined 
Taylor Machine Works in 1966 as a welder. He has held many positions such as 
mast rigger, mast rigger group leader, R&D tech, line assembly, machine rebuilder, 
large machine rigger, foreman, superintendent, and supervisor. Greg Sisson, 
Director of Operations, stated, "I had the privilege to work with Jerry for over 30 
years. He has been a vital part of Taylor Machine Works for many years. Jerry and 
his knowledge of Taylor Forklifts will be missed."

Steve Nazary's Retirement
The Taylor Team would like to extend best wishes to Steve Nazary, who retired 
from Taylor Machine Works on March 12th. Steve served as an essential part of the 
Taylor team for 33 years. He began his career as a welder and then was promoted 
to inspector. For most of his career at Taylor Machine Works, Steve served as a 
Quality Inspector. Joe Cowart, Director of Industrial Engineering and Quality, adds, 
"The devotion and hard work Steve showed throughout his career has not been 
overlooked. The entire Taylor team will miss Steve greatly." 

®



THE TAYLOR GROUP OF COMPANIES
WELCOMED SENATOR 

ROGER WICKER
U.S. Senator Roger Wicker's Visit
In March, United States Senator Roger Wicker joined us for a tour in Louisville to see our facilities and equipment. "We 
had a great visit with the Senator, and we were able to show him all the products that Taylor folks make in Mississippi. We 
thank him for taking time to be with us and also for his service to our state and our nation", said Robert Taylor, President 
and COO of The Taylor Group of Companies. Senator Roger Wicker stated, "Taylor Machine Works in Louisville, 
Mississippi, creates industrial machinery and state-of-the-art defense products for our nation's military. I got to see some 
of their great work firsthand during tour of their facilities today".

The Taylor team enjoyed their last dinner and visit with Matt Ruisz at Quail Ridge Conference Center. Matt is retiring from 
Mi-Jack Products. Taylor Machine Works and Taylor Sudden Service would like to thank Matt for his support of Taylor 
products and 47 years of dedication as a partner in the material handling industry.

Retiring Friend of The Taylor Group of Companies

Lex Taylor, CEO of the Taylor Group of Companies, recently announced, "On behalf of the 
Board of Directors, I am so happy for this promotion of Brittney Luke to the Chief Financial 
Officer position. Not only is Brittney bright and fully capable for this job, she has career 
experience as Manager of Accounting and will be the first female to fill this officer position 
with our firm. We wish Brittney great success in this new role." 
Brittney has served as Accounting Division II Manager for 17 years before assuming the 
Chief Financial Officer position. In 2016, she was chosen by the Mississippi Business 
Journal as one of the Top 50 Under 40 Business Women. Brittney is married to Shawn 
Luke, also employed by a Taylor company, Taylor Sudden Service as Direct Territory 
Manager. They have three children and three grandchildren. 

Brittney Luke Named Chief Financial Officer 

®
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New Managers Appointed at Two Texas SSI Locations

TAYLOR SUDDEN SERVICE

SERVICE CONTRACTS

The new Service Center Manager for our 
Corpus Christi location is Jimmy Humbard. 
Jimmy has over 18 years of management 
experience with a combined 30 years in OTR 
and Fleet maintenance training. He served 
in the U.S. Army as a heavy wheel mechanic 
for over eight years. Jimmy and his wife enjoy 
the outdoors, including rodeos, horses, and 
cattle.

Steve Ward is the new Service Center Manager for our 
Comfort location. Steve has over 11 years in the LTL 
business, where he served as branch manager in San 
Angelo, Houston, Corpus Christi, and Austin. He transitioned 
into international freight forwarding business and worked 
for companies in the Austin area before managing over 2.2 
million feet of warehouses for a company that supported 
Dell manufacturing across four states. For over seven years, 
Steve managed forklift branches in areas across Texas's 
mid-region before joining Taylor Sudden Service.

For more information on service contracts, visit us at www.taylorsuddenservice.com

Having a Service Contract with Taylor Sudden Service is 
probably the most cost-effective way to keep your equipment up 
and running. With a service contract, a factory-trained service 
technician will be dispatched to perform preventive maintenance, 
according to your machine's maintenance schedule, or to perform 
extended maintenance, mandated by your full-service contract.
The level of maintenance a forklift receives is a crucial factor in its 
performance and longevity. Taylor® Forklifts are among the most 
rugged and reliable machines in the industry and are designed 
to operate in some of the toughest conditions. However, forklifts 
need to be regularly serviced; there is no substitute for good 
maintenance. It ensures that our forklifts can perform at optimum 
levels; it can detect and rectify minor problems before they affect 
productivity and will prolong the forklift's life. At Sudden Service, 
Inc., we offer forklift maintenance contracts for you to choose the 
level of protection that is right for you. 

Equipment Service Contracts

Storms Will Happen

BE PREPARED
Contact us for more information about our services

Being prepared before the storm is the best way to protect your home or business. Making sure your generator is in peak 
performance and ready for the job will keep you prepared. Taylor Sudden Service can set up scheduled service calls to 
keep your generator running at peak performance. Taylor services all makes and models of generators and helps keep 

your generator prepared for the storm.

Generator Service Contracts



TAYLOR POWER SYSTEMS

GENERATOR SERIES
®

Taylor Power Systems is excited to announce that the existing 
line of Taylor Diesel (TD) and Natural Gas/Liquid Propane 
(TG) generators have been branded the Select Series. 
 
"The Select Series offers our customers the traditional 
Taylor Power Systems custom design, and optional 
accessories can be selected to meet specific installation 
needs and requirements. This includes choices of enclosure 
color, applying customer logos, multiple circuit breakers, 
different fuel tank sizes for diesel units along with any other 
customization that Taylor Power has been known for over the 
past 34 years," stated Zach Taylor, Operations Supervisor for 
Taylor Power Systems. 
 
The Select Series offers customers a variety of optional 
features that can be selected before manufacturing. Whereas 
the Streamline Series is specifically built to reach those 
customers seeking a more efficient and refined generator 
option. 
 
"With the recent introduction of our new Streamline Series 
that offers our customers a more efficient and refined 
generator package with limited options on accessories and 
customization, the Select Series continues to allow customers 
and contractors to specify the exact design needed to meet 
their power generation and appearance needs," Zach Taylor 
concluded. 
 
The Select Series includes current diesel standby generator sets ranging from 8kW to 2000kW and Natural 
Gas/LP generators from 25kW to 800kW.  
 
For information on Taylor Select Series Generators, visit: www.taylorpowergenerators.com

Streamline Series
In 2020, Taylor Power Systems unveiled the Streamline 
Series of standby generators. The Streamline Series is a 
line specifically built to reach those customers who are 
seeking a more efficient and refined generator option. 
These units are "streamlined" in that they offer specialized 
options and customer centric features. Intuitive design 
reduces manufacturing time throughout the process without 
compromising our stringent standards for durability and 
reliability. As a result, the cost to the customer is drastically 
lowered, and manufacturing lead time is substantially 
reduced.

Select Series: Branding of Established Generator Line



TAYLOR POWER SYSTEMS

RESIDENTIAL

Taylor Power Systems welcomes Edward Zachary to the team as the Regional Sales 
Manager for the states of Tennessee and Kentucky. Edward has been working in the 
power generation industry since 2000. Edward served nine years as a Power Generation 
Technician in the military. During this time, Edward completed multiple overseas 
assignments related to power generation for the United States military. After separation 
from the military, Edward worked for a government-contracted agency in designing 
generator prime power systems. He then spent time working in the generator service and 
rental industry before eventually transitioning into sales. Edward not only brings a varied 
background but also certifications in the power generation industry, as he's a Certified 
Journeyman Technician through the EGSA and holds an Electrical Installation Certificate 
from the IEEE. Edward has been married 18 years to his wife Sarah, and they have two 
children. Away from work, Edward spends time between gymnastics with his daughter 
and hockey with his son or taking family camping trips.

Edward Zachary Appointed TN & KY Regional Sales Manager

Residential Standby Generators
Severe weather is inevitable. We deal with severe weather year-round, including tornados, hurricanes, and 
even ice storms. Unfortunately, severe weather tends to cause power outages, with some outages lasting days 
or even weeks. Being without power for a lengthy period is not only disruptive to your daily life but can cost you 
financially. That is why having a backup home generator is crucial, especially in areas that tend to experience 
extreme weather conditions that lead to frequent power outages. With a home standby generator, you will 
be able to power a portion or all of your home; therefore, you can live comfortably and reduce financial costs 
during a power outage.  
 
Taylor Power Systems is an authorized dealer for Briggs & Stratton home generators. We currently offer a full 
line of Fortress Series Briggs & Stratton residential generator sets ranging from 12 KW to 48 KW. Briggs & 
Stratton Fortress Series generators run on natural gas or liquid propane and are generally hooked up to an 
existing gas line. Each Briggs & Stratton Fortress Series generator comes with an automatic transfer switch, 
battery, and generator pad. These standby generators are designed to kick in automatically when the power 
goes out so that you, as a homeowner, do not experience an interruption in power or your daily life. Contact 
Taylor Power Systems today and let one of our specialists size the right generator for your home.

For information on Taylor Power Systems, visit: www.taylorpowergenerators.com

®



TAYLOR INTERNATIONAL

NEW DEALERSINTERNATIONAL

®

New Dealers in South America
The Big Red® Team established two new dealers in Guyana and Suriname. "We are 
excited about the opportunity to expand our footprint in South America through our 
relationship with CWSL Group of Companies," stated Hal Nowell, Director of Sales 
for Taylor International. "With the recent oil finds and the mining sector growth in both 
countries, we realize how imperative it is to have Taylor's presence in the region," 
added Nowell. Founded in 1994, Caribbean Welding Supplies Limited, CWSL, has 

been a key provider of industrial, construction, and agricultural equipment sales, service, and rentals to both public and 
private sectors in Trinidad & Tobago, Guyana, and Suriname. Taylor will be represented by CWSG, Inc., in Guyana 
and CWSSNV in Suriname, both subsidiaries of CWSL Group of Companies. Like the Taylor companies, they believe 
in the importance of trust, customer relationships, and customer satisfaction being priority one. The CWSL Group has 
a highly trained group of technical professionals and a very competent sales staff dedicated to providing the highest 
quality of service and standards to their customers. They are ISO and STOW-TT certified. The Taylor team is proud to be 
represented by the CWSL Group in these two markets, which will benefit significantly with first-class industrial equipment 
and the Taylor brand for their growing economies.

"We are very excited about the opportunity to expand our footprint in Costa Rica 
through our commercial relationship with Larce," said Hal Nowell, Director of Sales for 
Taylor International. "Larce's business capabilities, high standards, and exceptional 
reputation in the industrial equipment sector were among the main reasons we chose 
them to represent Taylor in Costa Rica. We share the vision and understanding that 
customers trust us to provide not only an excellent piece of equipment but also to 
maintain it through quality service and parts," added Nowell. "It is the promise of 
this dealer partnership between Larce and Taylor to provide the very best, most 
dependable, longest-lasting, and most effective service, machines, and parts for that 
market." 
Founded in 1949, with more than 122 years of combined management experience and 
well-established clients such as Walmart, Kimberly-Clark, Nestle, Eaton, DHL, and 
many more, Larce is the player to grow the Taylor brand in Costa Rica. "Like the Taylor 
Company, Larce is a family-owned company, a third-generation run company, we are 
a dealer with a heart and soul made of aftermarket excellence," said Roberto Arce, Jr., 
Larce's General Manager. "At Larce, we believe people are our most important asset. 
They determine the customer experience. If it's poor you lose, it is really that simple."

New Dealer in Costa Rica

“The Dominican Republic is a very significant and active market in the Caribbean and 
extremely important to Taylor International. We prioritized having a dealer that could 
provide our existent and new customers with first-class service in this market. IMEQ 
shares the same commitment to high standards as the Taylor brand, and we are 
excited to welcome them to the Taylor family of dealers,” added Nowell.
IMEQ is a leader in equipment sales, rental, and service. Like Taylor, IMEQ believes in 
the importance of customer confidence and satisfaction being priority one. IMEQ joins 
Taylor International, complete with a considerable and impressive customer base, such 
as DP World, Grupo Ramos, Maritima Dominicana, and Rannik, among others, and 
their own two branches in Santo Domingo and Santiago de los Caballeros. IMEQ also 
comes with an outstanding new facility for storing Taylor OEM parts and equipment 
and a large team of experienced technicians available to provide for customer needs 
as an Authorized Taylor Dealer. IMEQ was born out of the desire to revolutionize the 
forklift market in the Dominican Republic. The market needed a company specialized 
in after-market service. IMEQ strives to supply outstanding customer service on 
warranties, repairs, preventive maintenance, and anything customers need to have 
their equipment running properly.

New Dealer in the Dominican Republic 



TAYLOR'S TOOL & SUPPLY

NAPA & ACE
®

New Store Reset: NAPA Auto Parts
Taylor's Tool and Supply is excited about the new resets in our downtown Louisville, MS store. We have recently 
completed a new product, and branding reset for NAPA with a bold new look in our product displays, product packaging, 
and checkout and inventory systems. The NAPA brand has been an important part of the Taylor history since our first 
NAPA affiliation in the late 1940's era.

Taylor’s Tool and Supply’s entire footprint is going through extensive renovation, and we are excited about the new look 
our store will be bringing to downtown Louisville.

New Store Reset: ACE Hardware
The ACE Hardware store is going through a brand-new look and feel with our new store reset offering a pleasing new 
shopping experience. The ACE Hardware brand is dedicated to bringing an outstanding lineup of new products to the 
downtown Louisville market, with brands like Ferris lawn mowers, TORO, DeWalt, Milwaukee Tool, EGO, ECHO, Yeti, 
Scott’s lawn care, and many more.



There are always people that leave an impression wherever they go. Jerry Donald was 
one of these people. He did not just talk about values; he lived his values out loud. 
 
Jerry Donald met Jeanette Taylor in the 1950s. They started dating when Jeanette was 
in the ninth grade and dated all through high school. Jerry attended Mississippi State 
University, where he received his degree in Industrial Management. Jerry and Jeanette 
married on August 3, 1958, and Jerry began working at Taylor Machine Works with his 
brother-in-law, Bill Taylor, and father-in-law, W. A. Taylor Sr. 
 
Jerry Donald left his mark on Taylor Machine Works. In 1958 he began his tenure with Taylor Machine Works and 
was credited with having the first computer system installed. He initiated the first cost control of manufacturing and 
became Vice President of Manufacturing Production Control, including inventory and production costs. 
 
Jerry left his mark on his community. In 1968, he purchased the downtown division of Taylor Machine Works, which 
became D & T Services and NAPA Automotive. He later added the ACE Hardware division. He was president of the 
Winston County Chamber of Commerce and was awarded the first Lifetime Achievement Award in 2003. He served 
as chairman of the Winston County Hospital Board and the Louisville Utility board. As chairman of the Winston 
Academy board of directors, he received an award at an MPSA meeting in Jackson as the longest-standing private 
school board member in Mississippi. He also served on the board of First United Bank and Bancorp South. 
 
Jerry left his mark on his church and church family. He was an elected deacon at 25 years of age for First Baptist 
Church Louisville, being the only deacon at First Baptist, to date, selected at such a young age. He taught Sunday 
School for over 50 years, served as a Training Union leader, and served on the pastor search committee. He was 
involved in outreach ministries and served as chairman of the Rick Hughes Evangelistic board and evangelist John 
Tierney’s Haiti missions. 
 
Jerry left a mark on his family. He was a loving and doting father, grandfather, and great grandfather; and would 
have done anything for his family. Not only did he spend time with his children and grandchildren, but he also 
invested time into the lives of many other children in the community, several of whom spoke lovingly of him at his 
funeral. 
 
“Jerry Donald, Uncle Jerry to me, was one of the most studious and studied Christian men I have ever known. As a 
child, memories of his interaction and his love of watching us have a great time will never be forgotten. As an adult, I 
served with him on boards, and he was always the wise one who had common sense advice when the big decision 
was on the table. His voice was recognizable in a crowd of any size. Uncle Jerry’s discipline to keep himself fit was 
a trait I wish I had. The most important thing I saw in him was the love of his family and how much his family loved 
him. Daddy J, as he was called, was special in every way and the only solace of his loss is that he is smiling down 
with his son Jerry Jr. by his side. He will be sorely missed,” said nephew Robert Taylor. 
 
Lex Taylor remarks, “I remember Uncle Jerry as that “good Uncle”. He was young enough in my early days when he 
and Aunt Jeannette lived just up the road from the plant in their tiny first house to always be willing to play with me 
when we visited. He will always be remembered for that bigger-than-life voice and his infectious gregarious laugh. 
Those who did business with Jerry Donald knew how much he loved positive cash flow and the value of a dollar. 
He was a quiet observer at company stockholder meetings, but when it was necessary for him to ask a question 
or make a comment, you better be listening. He will be missed as a cheerleader for the company and Witness for 
Christ Jesus. “ 
 
Many will always remember that Jerry Donald was a man that left a mark wherever he went; many will strive to be 
more like him; always caring more for others than himself, humble, and a devoted Christian, leaving this world a 
better place.

IN LOVING MEMORY OF Jerry Lavaughn Donald Sr.
March 17, 1938 - February 13, 2021



HISTORY SNIPPET

Thank you to the following employees for your years of hard work and service!
CAREER ANNIVERSARIES WITH 10 PLUS YEARS

Rob Burchfield   14
John Dempsey   14
Craft Tyler   15
Ray Hisaw   17
Jeffrey Turnipseed  17
Eric Hamilton   18
Barry Holmes   24
Glen Rhodes   24
Glynda Lowery   24
Tracey Coleman  25
David Comans   26

Luke Dotson   26
Dan McCool   26
David Hemphill   27
Dorothy Johnson  27
Karen Smith   27
Lynn Boatner   27
Boo Reed   27
Paul Starnes   27
Terry Long   28
John Mathis   28
Brad Ryals   30

Ricky Patterson    30
Ronnie Flake    32
Michael McClendon   33
Mitzie Taylor    33
Keith Yarbrough    31
Randle Kelley    35
Kathy Coward    35
Rufus Dotson    43
Larry Baker    43
Gloria Clark    46

January

February

March

Hugh Crosby   10
Lucas Nowell   17
Baozhen Chen   18
Rob Fulton   20
Rufus Burnside   21
Gary Stewart   21
Kenneth Jackson  22
Autumn Kirk   23

Todd Brooks   24
Jamey Holmes   25
Chris Rigdon   25
Ronnie Boydstun  26
John Bradeen   26
Randy Woolington  28
Steve Peebles   29
Ryan Preston   32

David Lewis   33
Michael Taylor   33
Robin Livingston  35
Ben Walker   35
Aaron Bryan   35
Larry Addkison   42
Lex Taylor   43  
Pete Reynolds   44

Brandon Dixon   10
Chris Parker   10
Jerry Pugh   10
Zane Vanlandingham  10
Neil Cistrunk   10
Robert Dailey   10
John Hawthorne  10
Vontreal Hunt   10
Brenda Lovorn   10
Norvil Manning   10
Steve McKnatt    10
Danny Watkins   10
Marc Woodruff   10
Keith Dailey   10
David Walker   10
Matthew Weems  10
Jay Webb   10

Lula Hampton   18
Joey Malone   18
Billy Long   23 
Todd Wall   23
Malcolm Coleman  23
Patrick Gardner   23
Coronda Triplett   24
Justin Richardson  25
Tony Glenn   26
Willie Miller   26
Kay Reynolds   26
Scott Stokes   28
Billy Joe Carter   29
Dacey Ferguson  29
David Patterson   29
Curtis Estes   29
Hunter Hudson   32

Michael Norton   32
Paul McAdory   33
Kevin Reel   33
Grover Coleman  33
Henry Mitchell   33
Dwight Haynes   33
Kelvin Triplett   34
Eddie Goss   34
Terrell Harris   34
Antoine Stokes   34
Scotty Tanner   34
Sam Carter   37
Tim Clark   37
Mark Drury   37
Laurence Hathorn  37
Larry Williamson  52

An early photograph of Taylor Machine Works at the same 
location we know today as Taylor's Tool & Supply. The Taylor 

story continues again in the same location in downtown 
Louisville with the fourth generation of Taylor family and 

employees beginning a new era. 



3690 North Church Avenue
Louisville, MS 39339
www.ttgcompanies.com
(662) 773-3421

Visit The Big Red Store for 
all your Taylor gear. 

Located in Sudden Service, Inc. at 
3637 North Church Ave.

Louisville, MS 39339 FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

For more information please visit:

®

www.taylorbigred.com

®

www.taylorpower.com

®

www.taylorleasingandrental.com

DEFENSE PRODUCTS

®

www.taylordefenseproducts.com

Subscribe To Our 
N E W S L E T T E R

To receive a printed or email version of our 
newsletter, please subscribe using the form provided 

at  www.taylorforklifts.com/newsletters
To unsubscribe from printed version, 

please contact the editor at (662) 773-3421.

www.taylorsuddenservice.com

®

®

INTERNATIONAL

®

www.taylorintl.com

LOGISTICS

®

www.ttgcompanies.com/taylor-logistics.html

®

www.taylortoolandsupply.com


